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AGENDA
♦

7.30 Meet at the bar.

♦

8.00 Chairman’s Welcome

♦

Christmas Dinner

♦

Christmas Raffle & Quiz

♦

Back to the bar ‘till home time (or closing
time?)

The January meeting will be on Monday 6th January
2020
The deadline for January Warbler is
Friday 27th December
The views expressed in this magazine are not necessarily those of the
Society or its’ Committee
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Welcome to our December edition of the Warbler.
In the words of that famous wordsmith Noddy Holder, “It’s (nearly) Christmas”
and I hope you’re all looking forward to some time with family and loved ones.
So, we’re just about finished with 2019 and it’s always good to look back over the
year and see what’s happened, especially in our football lives. I know through
speaking to lots of you, our members, that we’ve been extremely successful with
our games and appointments. We’ve had promotions and cup finals for lots of our
membership, whether that be officiating or as part of the Observer set-up.
Some of you have also faced some on-field challenges. Again, what’s great about
our society is the friendships we all have which means we’re able to pick up the
phone to each other, go to the pub and chat things through, ask questions to
each other at our meetings – by us all being supportive of each other, this is what
helps us through the tougher days on the field of play and gets us through the
other side. Keep up the support network to each other, it’s truly humbling to witness and hear about.
I’m looking forward as always to our Annual Christmas Meal on Monday 16th December. Yet again, this event has been put together behind the scenes by our
very own Martin Read (thanks as always Martin!!) and promises to be another
great night. Please do all you can to support the evening and I’m sure those of
you who have been before can vouch for the event as lots of fun – just don’t forget to bring your brains with you for the now-legendary Xmas Quiz that takes
place on the night itself!!
I continue to see lots of our members names alongside County Cup and FA appointments – this is brilliant to witness and this month I’m going to single out Tom
Ellsmore for special congratulations for his appointment to the FA Cup 1st Round
Replay between Eastleigh FC and Stourbridge FC. What an achievement for one
of our younger members to get a game at this stage of the competition – well
done Tom!!
Thanks to all of you who made it down to November’s meeting and it was another
fun and interactive session presented by Tim Lawrence. As we head into the second half of the season, please continue to support the monthly meetings at
Meadow Sports FC as we have a host of superb guest
speakers lined up between now and May. Let’s see if we
can hit the magic attendance of 50 starting in January.
I’ll leave you all in peace now, suffice to say I wish you
and your families a very happy Christmas and festive period – enjoy either a break from football or lots of football,
depending on your choices and availability and I also wish
you all a very healthy 2020.
See you at the Christmas Meal.

Andy
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Hello
Once again a very well attended session at the November meeting of the academy
The focus was Pre-match preparation and the session was aimed at your arrival
at the ground and moving your pre-match prep routine up to kick off and all the
stages in between.
Meet and greet both team coaches / managers / representative
Get your mind right with music or pre game routine in the changing room
Lay out your kit and change
Do a warm up, do a pitch inspection and watch the teams warm up
Be ready to lead the teams out at least 7 minutes before kick off
Respect hand shake
Meet the captains in the middle and do the coin toss
BREATH, RELAX and SMILE
Get the game underway
These were some of the ideas put out in the session by everyone who attended
and put into an order we thought worked. You will have some others that I would
like to hear about in future sessions please. We had a good attendance but we
always have room for more people to come along and share the wisdom you
have
There is no December academy due to the great Christmas Meal at Hoebridge
Golf Centre, but we will be back again on January 6th at 7pm with an outdoor
practical session on Position and Movement. Come along and join in ; if you’re a
new referee or know one come and get involved; if you’re an old ref like me
come and have fun and help me pass on some of our knowledge
In the meantime have a great Christmas and stay fit and healthy (NO MINCE
PIES) enjoy your games and I will see you on January 6th at 7pm

Pat
You must be joking
Inappropriate Meeting Place ?
According to “London Drinker” magazine, the Brighton branch of the Flat Earth
Society meet in a pub called “The Globe”.
Brian.
People criticise shops for starting to sell Christmas stuff too early.
Well our supermarket has birthday cake on display and my birthday isn't for another 7 months!
Anon
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2019/20 Memberships renewed

2019/20 Current Status
General

£2,809.59

85 Full Members

Supplies

£147.23

6 Friends

Belgium

£0.00

2 Affiliate Members
23 Referees trained in 2019/2020

Training Fund

£219.07

Youth Fund

£113.50

Total

£3,289.39

The Chairman and Committee would like
to take this opportunity to wish all our
members and fellow referees a very
Happy Christmas and a Peaceful and
Prosperous New Year.
May 2020 bring you polite players,
magnanimous managers, amicable
assessors and wonderful whistling.

•

Christmas Dinner. There is still time for you to book a place at the
function of the year. You will find on the next page the menu for this
year’s Christmas Dinner, which will be held at Hoebridge Golf Centre on
Monday 16th December. Martin Read has
once again managed to keep the price
down to £25 per head, which for 4 courses
is remarkable and quite frankly an absolute
bargain. Another association to which I belong are paying that for just 2 courses at a
local pub this December.
There will also be our Mega Raffle (we had
over 50 prizes last year — donations most welcome.) plus Martin’s fun
quiz and coin spin game.
Guests are more than welcome but please make sure you get your menu
choices to Martin by 9th December and payment to Bryan, although y o u
can also pay on the night. I can guarantee a great evening!
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Monday 16th December, 7.30 pm for 8 pm.
Hoebridge Golf Centre, Old Woking, GU22 8JH
Starters
Roast Butternut Soup with Crisp Parsnip Croutons
and Coconut Cream (V)
Chicken Liver Parfait, Cranberry & Red Onion Chutney
With Melba Toast
Warm Peppered Mackerel with a Pomegranate and
Clementine Dressing with Micro Leaves

Mains
Roasted Turkey Breast, Cranberry Stuffing, Rosemary Infused
Roasted Potatoes, Chipolata Sausages & Pan Gravy
(with Roasted Carrots, Parsnips, Buttered Sprouts , Green Beans )
Grilled Sea Bass on a Sweet Potato Rosti, Mangetout
Served with a Dill & Caper Sauce
Roasted Root Vegetables, Onion Marmalade and Cheese Tartlet
Served with New Potatoes, & Fresh green Salad (V)

Desserts
Festive Pudding with Brandy Cherries & Cinnamon Custard
Chocolate Mousse with Hazelnut Biscuit
& White Chocolate Shard
A Selection of Cheeses with Biscuits & Fruit Chutney

******
Coffee & Mince Pies with Brandy Butter

Plus
Martin's festive Christmas Quiz
Jacko's Never Ending Raffle
Spin2Win Game
"Ref'd assured it will be a good night - Yule be crackers not to
go" !!

Cost £25 per person (same as the last year)
Cheques payable to Bryan Jackson made out to Woking RA.
Or Bank Transfer to a/c 02710897 sort code 30 94 77

Menu choices by 9th December to

martin.read5@btinternet.com
Dress Smart Causal
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Chairman Andy welcomed 27 members and our guest speaker Tim Lawrence to
the November meeting. Apologies received from Glenn La Roche and Nick Arbuckle.
Tim’s talk was entitled “Where’s the Ref?” which as it suggests was all about positioning and movement. The first question was why was this important. Answers
from the floor included
•
Able to make the right call
•
Better view
•
Making decisions credible
•
Easier to sell your decisions
•
Don’t get in the way of the ball
•
Visible to A/Rs
•
Prevent possible flare ups
Tim emphasised that we should think about how the team are playing and their
tactics. Ideally we should try and remain behind play to avoid getting in the way of
players and being hit by the ball. We should always be alert ; be aware ; thinka
bout your next move.
Forget VAR and think PAR i.e. Proximity, Position, Purpose, Angle, Acceleration,
Anticipation, Reaction.
Tim’s slogan was “Proximity sells Credibility “
We were then split into 6 groups and each group was given an A4 photo of a
match scene and asked “Where should the Ref be? Where was his starting and
where his finishing point? What were the risks and what was his “escape” route.?
There followed much discussion and differences of opinion within the groups.
The various scenes were then shown on the screen and a “volunteer” from each
group encouraged to step up and describe the groups findings. Tim then ran the
video from which the still photo had been taken and showed what the referee had
actually done. This again provoked much discussion as to whether the ref had
demonstrated best practice.
From the videos we came up with a few more helpful hints and tips such as
•
•
•
•
•

Keep on your toes and keep moving
Don’t play the percentage game.
Be prepared to go in any direction
Try and keep behind play
Expect the unexpected

As always Tim had prepared an excellent, informative presentation which ensued
much discussion and got us all thinking of how we could all improve our positioning and movement.
Andy thanked Tim and presented him with our customary couple of bottles of
wine.
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Andy then showed a couple of videos featuring our own member Jonty as the referee.
One showed how a relatively innocuous
looking foul resulted in a mass confrontation, which we all agreed Jonty handled particularly well.
The second was where a long ball was
kicked forward, which looked to be played
by a defender. However the defender then
miss-kicked it allowing a forward to intercept
the ball. The defender then fouled the forward. Jonty felt that he was out of position
to clearly see the foul as he had anticipated
the defender would kick the ball back upfield and had remained in midfield.
As he explained, he had “played the percentages” but had in this instance come unstuck .
Andy thanked Jonty for allowing us to see
the videos and closed the meeting at 10.15

Hamish’s Memoirs
I was at a non league game where I
am known to some of the supporters
over the years when I was refereeing.
During the match the referee gave an
unpopular decision against the home
side to which the said supporters burst
into song,
“Are you Hamish Brown in disguise!.”
Well I suppose it is nice
still to be remembered!
Hamish
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I’ve now refereed a number of Walking Football games and tournaments and I
think I’m starting to get the hang of it.
For those of you who have never experienced this particular aspect of the beautiful game, let me tell you it’s not as simple as one might think. As the discipline
has developed and in an attempt to standardise the regulations across the different leagues and clubs, the rules or laws have been refined accordingly.
The Surrey FA League is organised most efficiently and almost solely by Mark
Blythe who signs his emails off with the following :“Refresh Church Sports, Walking Football Co-ordinator, Chaplain, CVM Sports.
Loyal Middlesbrough FC fan showing Biblical principles of faith, hope and believing in miracles!”
The games are held over a 4 hour period every month, alternating between the
4G pitches at the Excel at Walton and Meadowbank at Dorking, with up to 22
teams and 3 age groups consisting of the Over 50s ; the Over 60s and the Over
68s. The games are of 17 minute duration, with roll on roll off substitutes.
So how difficult can it be you may ask to ref a 6 a side game of old codgers at
waking pace? Well lets see The games are played on a full size pitch divided into 4 smaller pitches by
means of plastic discs placed roughly every 4 or 5 metres. So although one goal
line and one side line will consist of the permanent white lines of the main pitch
the other side line and goal line is made up of the plastic discs. So determining
whether the ball has gone out of play over these “lines” is not what one might
call an exact science. Not helped when in a high wind the discs have a habit of
being blown all over the park.
The penalty area is similarly marked out by discs in a semi circle some 4 metres
around the goal mouth. Considering that the goal keeper is not allowed out of
the area and players are not allowed in, with a penalty kick awarded should a
defender enter or keeper leave this area then the referee needs to be very alert
to any transgressors.
So what other “rules “ need to be adhered to?
•
No running (obviously) Differentiating between a fast walk and a run is not
always easy. The rule of thumb is “if it looks like the player is running—he
or she probably is”. Also this applies to all players when the ball is in play,
so the you have to keep a sharp eye out for players running “off the ball”
•
No deliberate contact or tackling from behind, even if the ball is kicked
cleanly. This is probably one of the most important rules as given the age
of the contestants any strong contact could result in serious injury.
•
Height Restriction The ball mustn't go over goal crossbar height.
•
No deliberate heading. If a ball is kicked at someone’s head/face and
they cannot move away in time a free kick for dangerous play is awarded.
•
Touches of the Ball Players are only allowed 3 touches and must not
shield the ball after this.
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Back-pass The goalkeeper is allowed to pick up the ball following a back
pass from a team mate. Keepers cannot receive the ball back directly from
a team mate to whom they have just passed the ball without the ball having
made contact with any other player. A free kick 3 yards outside the area is
awarded.
Timewasting - The goalkeeper cannot allow the ball to stop in a stationary
position in the penalty area without touching it or be in possession of the
ball for more than 6 seconds or a free kick 3 metres (3 yards) outside of the
area is awarded.
Sin Bins - Persistent offenders (3) of any infringement will be blue carded/
sin-binned for 3 minutes at the referee’s discretion. Running/contact to deny
an obvious goal scoring opportunity or excessive contact will receive an immediate sinbin. For the 2019/20 season, dissent has been added to the list
of infringements that can be sin bin offences. The level of dissent will either
result in an immediate Blue Card or can be included as one of 3 persistent
offences. The level of sanction is decided by the referees. A replacement
substitute will not be allowed for all blue cards.
Penalties – In 2019/20, penalties will be given as a team offence after 5
occurrences of persistent offences, as per Rule 15 above. The only offences included in this are contact, dissent and running. This will be monitored through the season.

As you can see, there is a lot to contend with. The first league games I reffed we
were rather short of officials and trying to keep tabs on players running off the
ball and making a note of the transgressors and number of fouls committed by
each team was difficult.
The last session I attended, Mark had acquired enough referees so that we had
2 for each pitch. One would referee whilst the other made a note of the number
of fouls, any running off the ball and any other offences the referee may have
missed. A sort of on the spot VAR if you like, with out the V !
I was paired with Bob Dick on this occasion and I thought it worked very well. I
found that if when blowing up for a foul, I shouted out the offence and the players
number i.e. “ Number 4 Red team running off the ball” the players all immediately
knew why I had blown the whistle and Bob was able to make a note of the team
and the number of the player. Bob seemed particularly adept at spotting the
players who transgressed the 3 touch rule (which I missed on a couple of occasions)
I must say the amount of work Mark Blythe puts into making the sessions run as
smoothly as they do is remarkable. We even had a few young Dorking Academy
players acting as ball boys and helping to keep the games flowing.
I’m looking to the next sessions in the New Year—lets hope the rain stops.
May I wish you all a very peaceful Christmas and New Year and hopefully see as
many of you as possible at the Christmas Dinner
Meanwhile , Keeeeeeeep whistling (sorry to much Strictly)

Mac
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THREE refs and only ONE linesman as Crewe win
bizarre THREE-HOUR FA Cup game against Accrington
Stanley
Crewe beat Accrington Stanley 2-0 in a bizarre FA Cup first round tie which lasted
over three hours, saw three referees take charge and the second half played with
just one linesman.
Injuries to first referee Neil Hair and his replacement Alan Clayton left Danny Gratton,
originally an assistant referee, to take charge of the second half.
And with only one official, Conor Brown, left to run the line, the two clubs incredibly
decided to toss a coin to decide which side of the pitch he would patrol.
I won and chose our defence for where the official would be,' said Crewe boss Dave
Artell. And Stanley boss John Coleman said: 'A coin toss to decide a liner! Bizarre. I
have never known that before, it's a new one on me.'
Goals from Charlie Kirk and Chris Porter gave the League Two promotion chasers a
comfortable win over their League One opponents, who had Mark Hughes sent off
for bringing down Owen Dale.
By that time, many home fans had already poured out of the Wham Stadium with the
game eventually ending more than three hours after it had kicked off. 'That was a
really testing afternoon but the players handled it well,' added Artell.
There had been a 70-minute delay at the end of the first half as the clubs tried to
work out a way forward with two of the officials injured and out of action.
Several fans offered to step in before Accrington sought advice from the FA who insisted the game could be completed with just two officials.
Artell said: 'There was a Crewe fan who is a Level 5 referee and Accrington assistant
manager Jimmy Bell, his son is a referee and he was in the ground, but they felt it
wasn't fair on either, nor to get the assessor to do it. Mr Hair was on the phone at
half-time to Mike Jones at the Referees' Association and the FA as it's their competition, and they said the game had to continue with one assistant.'
Coleman had no complaints about the result but admitted it was the first time he had
ever seen a coin toss to decide which line the assistant referee runs.
'We could have used a Crewe player's friend or Jimmy Bell's son, who were both
qualified to run the line, but I just felt that wasn't fair.
'The toss of the coin didn't go my way but I'm not using that as an excuse although
decisions did seem to go for them. But that happens when you are on top.
'It's not ideal waiting 70 minutes to play but we went out of the FA Cup because
Crewe were better than us. That's the truth and good luck to them.'
Daily Mail on Line—spotted by Keith Hiller
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You must be joking!
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GROWING PAINS FOR VAR AROUND THE WORLD
Those who call for VARs to interfere only when there are clear and obvious errors, might like to know that there is support from a former Premier League,
World Cup Final and World No 1 referee. Howard Webb is steeped in VAR as
he was induced by the MLS to go to America to get it underway when they were
selected as one of the six nations to introduce it.
Howard is now General Manager of the Professional Referees Organization
having taken over from another ex-Premier League referee, Peter Walton.
Speaking to the media in Canada recently, he said that if you have to watch an
angle more than twice then it can’t be ‘clear and obvious’. It needs to almost
jump off the screen on first viewing that it is wrong. Put it on a screen and any
reasonable minded fan will say ‘I can see why that’s overturned’,
There are however other reasons for concern that I think the PGMO in this
country should take into consideration. Let ‘s be clear, the VARs are Premier
League referees or equivalent and more qualified than most of us but even
amongst referees there can always be differences of opinion. There have been
a number of decisions by VARs recently that I feel are open to debate. Let’s just
take one of them that happened in the Manchester United v Arsenal game,
David James of United and Ben Godfrey of Arsenal were pursuing the ball in
the Arsenal penalty area, when James went down.
The match referee, Stuart Atwell, did not consider it a foul but he was told by
VAR to give a penalty. In the Laws of the Game. it says, ‘The decisions of the
referee regarding facts concerned with play are final. Obviously in this instance
it was not. Atwell said no foul but the VAR made the decision of a penalty.
Thanks to the V&As of my old friend Mal Davis, I, like other referees in over 30
countries, can view such items as a television programme from the PRO when
they run through a number of games where there has been VAR intervention.
We hear the voice of the VAR, who when he thinks the referee has missed
something, shouts ‘recommend a review’ and the referee goes over to consult
his touchline monitor. Should that not happen here?
As we all know, refereeing is about angles and I am worried that the angles provided by VAR are not as good as those we see on television. Is it because it all
must be done in a hurry? If the referee was to go over to the monitor would that
give the VAR the time to get that better angle.
Of course, we are not the only country having growing pains with VAR. A reader
of my weekly newspaper column sent me a cut out from the Times about a German league game between Keil and Bochum. The ball was running out play
over the goal line a few yards from the goal line. A Keil substitute warming up
along the goal line, kicked the ball back to his goalkeeper for a goal kick. The
VAR however had spotted that the ball had not completely crossed the line and
informer the referee. The Law change in 2016 made it an offence for team officials or substitutes to interfere with the ball in play, making it penalised with a
direct free kick. The referee had no choice but to award a penalty but he also
showed the substitute a red card.
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The red card was of course a mistake. The changed law says this should only
apply if the substitute denies the opposing team a goal or goal scoring opportunity. In this case the substitute merely stopped the ball, inadvertently, from
wholly crossing the goal line. Surely a warning would have been a more appropriate action. This also makes the VAR interference wrong. The VAR protocol says that the referee should only be assisted when there is a serious missed incident in relation to a goal/no goal,
penalty/no penalty, direct red card or mistaken
identity. The VAR should not have been involved
at all and the lesson here is that VAR must not be
allowed to stray from its parameters.

Know the Laws?
There appears to be some debate as to whether the player mentioned in
Dick’s article above received a red or yellow card. Mac
(Extracted from the BBC website - 27 October 2019)
In a German Second Division game between Holstein Kiel and VFL Bochum,
home midfielder Michael Eberwein concede a penalty while warming up as a
substitute. VAR spotted Eberwein kick a wayward shot back into play before it
had crossed the line, prompting referee Tima Gerach to give a penalty and
show him a yellow card. The Laws of the Game state "if a substitute interferes
with play, the referee can take appropriate disciplinary action and restart the
game with a direct free kick or penalty kick.
NB Law 3 (The Players): Extra Persons on the field of play. If play is
stopped and the interference was by a team official, substitute, substituted or
sent off player, play restarts with a direct free kick or a penalty kick".
The above was spotted in The Chiltern and appeared in various media
platforms . Below is a response from Jack Blakemore .
The letter of the law here should be screwed up and put in the waste bin to go
to the tip for recycling!
If I was the ref I would give a goal kick. If I was the player taking the penalty I
would deliberately kick it out wide for a proper goal kick. Ludicrously ridiculous
otherwise.
Regards
Jack Blakemore (WirralRA)
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Some Seasonal Pain - Courtesy of Brian
•

I struggled to lift a bottle of water earlier... it was an Evian.

•

I had to get rid of my hoover... it was just collecting dust.

•
l

The other night someone spread gravy granules all over my allotment, then
ast night it happened again ... the plot thickens.

•

Whoever stole my copy of Microsoft Office...I will hunt you down and find
you....you have my Word

•

WARNING! Do not download the new Tesco dating app. My mate did and
all he got was a bag for life.

•

I got my best friend a fridge for his birthday!
light up when he opens it!

•

After finding 5 Mars bars, 3 Snickers, a Flake and a packet of M&M's, I'm
starting to think I'm not cut out to be a Bounty hunter.

•

To the man who stole all my anti depressants. I hope you're happy now.

•

I was in the pub yesterday & this bloke walked in wearing a black tea shirt,
black shorts & black socks with white trims, a ball under his arm and a
whistle. I thought to myself, he’s going to kick off in a minute.

•

Two weeks since I fell into an upholstery machine. Thankfully I am now
fully recovered.

•

I didn't want to believe my dad was stealing from his job as a road
worker... But when I got home all the signs were there.

•

Painted my ceiling yesterday and just been looking up at it today admiring
my work. I'm not going to say it's the best ceiling in the world but it's
definitely up there.

•

I have just failed a colour blindness test. Well, that came out of the purple.

•

They told me I’d never be any good at poetry because I’m dyslexic...
laugh is on them – so far I’ve made 2 jugs and a vase.

•

Bad news for dyslexics. This weekend your cocks go black..

•

The 3 three hardest things to say are. “ I’m sorry”
“Worcestershire Sauce”

16
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Communication is Key
As far as the professional game is concerned, VAR has dominated the headlines
and, if you had attended the Surrey FA event at Imber Court on 31st October,
the guest speaker, Premiership referee Kevin Friend, gave the audience his
thoughts on the use of VAR. Football can learn a lot from rugby when using electronic aids to decision making and, in so doing, ensuring spectators are kept fully
informed of the process.
But as we all know, the vast majority of referees do not have the “luxury” (if you
wish to call it that!) of having VAR. So how can we communicate our decision
making process so everyone understands? There are no approved arm/hand
signals to describe an offence (as in rugby), the signals in the LOTG are essentially for restarts. So what else have we got?
Using our voice to augment an arm/hand signal – i.e. goal kick, corner kick,
throw in, advantage; strength and length of a whistle blow to indicate the severity
of an offence or a short blow for a restart. Let’s not forget we may have to show
a yellow or red card occasionally. In the main, what we are relying on is our ability to communicate using our voice – in explaining decisions, warning players
and club officials about misconduct, reminding captains of their responsibilities,
controlling free kicks and penalty kicks, passage of play following an injury, sin
bins, and drop ball restarts now that they are uncontested.
All of this has to be achieved through knowledge of Law and being in the right
position to give credible decisions, so enhancing our match control. Ask yourself
the next time a player asks you “What’s that for ref?” – how could I have communicated better to reduce the occasions when that question is asked?
You’re probably wondering why I’ve mentioned communication. This has
stemmed from a few observation reports where occasionally, a small number of
candidates have had indifferent games due to a lack of communication with players, when other candidates have fared better by building a rapport with players,
which helped them in their match control. Give it some thought!

Peter Watson
FA Referee Tutor Writing in Touchlines
Grammer
•

Double negatives are a big no-no.

•

Past, present, and future walked into a bar. It was tense.

•

"Knock knock." "Who’s there?" "To." "To who?" "No, to whom."

•

Every time you make a typo, the errorists win.

•

How do you comfort a grammar snob? “There, their, they’re.”

•

I before e, except when you run a feisty heist on a weird beige foreign
neighbour.
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MURPHY’S MEANDERINGS
It was a lower division Hampshire league match played on a village pitch quite
close to Basingstoke. I knew several of the home players especially the centre
half who had been around for a few years, and we had crossed swords on many
occasions. An aggressive player, he had a reputation for rough and dirty play
and in his eyes, never did anything wrong. He was always getting involved in
disputes with both opponents and referees alike and was often at odds with his
colleagues.
Late in the first half the home team had a corner. As the ball was floated into the
middle of the penalty area the centre half, starting from the “D”, ran in, brushing
aside colleagues and opponents, to head the ball powerfully into the corner of
the goal. I signalled the goal, turned, and then started running towards the centre. Suddenly there was a commotion behind me and when I looked back, I saw
the centre half lying on the ground in the net with blood coming from his face
There was a lot of shouting but little else and, calling the trainer on, I started to
take control of the situation. It transpired that the ball had hit the net with force
and then bounced out whereupon the centre half had followed it back in, kicking
it into the goal and shouting, in the process running into a punch in the face.
However, it had happened in a split second and with many of his colleagues
also running back to the middle and a congested penalty area nobody saw who
had hit him (or if they did, they weren’t prepared to say). Being a lower division
game, I only had the benefit of club linesmen and, not surprisingly, the away
linesman told me he hadn’t seen anything.
Apart from the shouting immediately after the incident, the home players didn’t
react in any way. It appeared that with this player it went with the territory and,
as I had not seen anything, there was nothing I could do but restart the game.
The centre half did return for the second half but was a shadow of his normal
self. Later in the season I did meet one of his colleagues and expressed my surprise at his team’s reaction. “He’s upset so many players with his attitude that
they thought he had it coming,” was the reply.
There were a couple of things I took from this game. Firstly, even though the ball
was dead, the players could still be active, so I needed to be vigilant and continue to watch until I was sure there were no problems especially after contentious situations. Secondly, if I was returning to the centre I needed to do so
keeping everything in sight. You live and learn.
*******************************
Tom Finney told me that if I got tired, I should play the ball out to him on the
wing and he would keep hold of it until I got my wind back, He did it, too.
Bobby Robson

Tony Murphy
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Miles from the Main Road, in Rural Africa,
Soccer Balls Bounce Unevenly.
(Jeremy Berlin, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC, February 2013).
Playing fields are arid, lush, weedy, sandy – any flattish space will do. Goalposts might be made of gathered mahogany or driftwood. Some feet are bare,
others shod in fraying sneakers, boots, rubber sandals. Yet children kick and
chase handmade, lopsided balls with skill and abandon, competing for pride
and joy – for the sheer pleasure of playing.
Has the ‘beautiful game’ ever been lovelier?
Jessica Hilltout doesn’t think so. In 2010, when the World Cup came to Africa
for the first time, the Belgium-based photographer set out to see what soccer
looked like far from the bright lights and big stadiums. What she found – over
seven months, ten countries, and 12,500 miles – was a grassroots game where
passion trumped poverty, a do-it-yourself ethic prospered, and one ball could
bring happiness to an entire village.
In the 30-odd soccer-loving countries she visited, in countries from South Africa
to Ivory Coast, balls are spun into being with whatever’s at hand: rag or sock,
tire or bark, plastic bag or inflated condom. Each might last days or months on
a field of gravel or hard earth. Wherever Hilltout went, she swapped the storebought balls she kept in her car for these ‘ingenious little jewels,’ most of which
were made by children.
The story of soccer in Africa is a long one, says Peter Alegi, author and history
professor at Michigan State University. In 1862, a year before the game’s international rules were codified in London, matches were played in Cape Town and
Port Elizabeth. The game wound its way across the continent via European colonialism, spread by soldiers and traders, railway lines and missionary schools.
Locals quickly adopted it, then imprinted it with their own regional playing styles.
It has flourished here ever since. “If anything can be salvaged from the harsh
and unequal encounter between Western and Africa cultures,” writes David
Goldblatt (of CC307 fame), “then the list must include the arrival of football.”
In the past century African players have changed the face of the global game.
As countries have urbanised and declared independence, they’ve joined FIFA
and competed well at the World Cup level. Today thousands of African soccer
‘Academies’ – some licensed, some not – recruit boys from cities, towns, and
remote places, where playing conditions breed toughness, daring, ball control,
and improvisation. A select few go on to play in Europe or join national squads;
the vast majority don’t make it to the pro level.
But that’s not the point of the ‘raw game’ played in the hinterlands, says
Abubakari Abdul- Ganiyu, a teacher who oversees youth clubs in Tamale,
Ghana. “It is the passion of everyone here,” he says. “It pleases us and unifies
us. The moment there is a match, we throw away all our quarrels.” He adds:
“Most clubs don’t allow boys to play if they don’t go to school. We’re trying our
best to mould young people and make them responsible in society. So, for us,
soccer is also a tool for hope.”
Hilltout agrees, saying: “Soccer is the most democratic sport in the world. It’s
accessible to everyone. The people I met do so much with so little. It’s easy to
look at a tattered ball and feel sadness. My aim was to make you look at the
ball and feel uplifted.”
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16th December

Society Christmas Dinner

6th January

Society Meeting - Steve Worsley

3rd February

Society Meeting - Tim Robinson

2nd March

Society Meeting and AGM

6th April
4th May

`

Society Meeting - David Phillips
Society Meeting - TBA

AshTaxis
6 Seater Taxi
Airports , Docks, Social Functions

Competitive Prices
24 hours by appointment
Contact —Colin Barnett on
Tel.
01252 328957
Fax
01252 654811
Mob 07831 404 066
E-mail cbarnett5978184@aol.com
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Surrey FA Veterans Cup Elstead Vets v West Fulham Vets
Referee : Stephen Brown
Surrey Fa Veterans cup Camberley Boys Vets v Grange Park Vets
Referee Stephen Brown
National U19 Alliannce Woking v Aldershot
Referee : Stephen Brown
Chelsea v Arsenal U18s
Referee : Martin Read
Capital Woman’s Cup, Junior, Round 2
Walton Casuals reserves v Leyton Orient u18
Referee : Paul Gorringe
Appointment: FA Inter League Cup
Amateur Football Combination vs Jersey Football Combination
Referee : Shaun Barclay
A/R : Roy Lawrence
A/R
: William Siegmund
FA Trophy 3rd Qualifying Round
Sholing FC vs Paulton Rovers FC
Ref: Andy Bennett
Vanarama National League Premier
Ebbsfleet Utd vs Dover Athletic
AR1: Andy Bennett
Specsavers Senior County Cup
Virginia Water FC v AFC Croydon
Tuesday 26 November
Assistant Referee : Will Siegmund
FA Cup 1st Round proper replay
Eastleigh v Stourbridge
4th official : Tom Ellsmore
FA Trophy 3rd Round
Haringey Borough v Hemel Hempstead –
Referee :Tom Ellsmore
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VAR and Teamwork Paul Field, Chairman National Referees Association speaking to PA New Agency
Referees are happy to trust in the advice of a video assistant rather than make
use of a pitchside monitor, the chairman of the Referees' Association believes.
Premier League clubs could push for on-field officials to make greater use of the
monitors when they gather for their next shareholders' meeting on November 14.
They have not been utilised once in the 100 top-flight matches to date this season, with the 26 overturned decisions so far being reversed on the advice of the
video assistant referee (VAR).
The PA news agency understands that the policy to use the monitors sparingly
was endorsed by top-flight clubs, managers and captains to keep the game flowing when they were consulted over the issue before the season, and again at
their last meeting in September.
And Paul Field, whose organisation looks after the welfare of referees and contains officials of all ages and at all levels within its membership, says in his view
"team loyalty" is just as prevalent among officials as it is within football clubs
themselves.
"You hear (Pep) Guardiola and Jurgen Klopp talk about team loyalty - that's what
we have in refereeing," he told the PA news agency.
"They are a very tight-knit family, a team of people who are not going to go and
cause their team-mate any untoward hassle through one upmanship.
"They would soon be out of the family and put to one side (if they did) because
that's just human nature. The power of the team is a lot greater than people realise. If I was in the middle and someone was telling me 'that is 100 per cent a red
card' I'd willingly accept that because I would trust my colleague implicitly.
"There is no difference between (referees) and Mane, Firmino and Salah.They
trust each other - what's the difference?"
He recalled the "outcry" that had accompanied some of the long delays that had
been caused by referees using the monitors, such as in the Liverpool v West
Brom FA Cup match in January 2018 when Craig Pawson consulted a monitor
before awarding the home side a penalty.
Field said the feedback he had received from officials regarding VAR at the top
level was positive, and said there was "nothing sinister" in tweaking the protocols
during a season, as long as it was being done collectively rather than selectively.
"It will be an ongoing evolution. In 10 years' time we might be having a conversation because we are tweaking something else," he added.
"It's a never-ending circle isn't it? As the laws change it will always evolve, and
there will be technological advances I guess."
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From whistles to watches,
flags to record cards, shirts to
socks, Callum’s got the lot.
Help support the society and
make sure you give Callum a
call for all your refereeing needs
callumpeter@gmail.com

07951 425179

Price List
Score pads- £1.50
Referee cards set- £1.50
Referee cards- 50p each
Pump- £3.50
Pressure gage- £3.50
Pump needle- £1.50
Lanyards - £3
Flags- £4.50
Woking RA Polo Shirt - £12
Woking RA Hoodie - £18
Surrey FA badge- £4
Referee socks- £2.50
Various Donated Nike Referee Kit and Training Gear
(make me an offer)
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Adie refs, floors and leaves
As a few of you are aware sadly Diane’s mother lost her fight following the stroke
and passed away peacefully two weeks ago. Obviously a difficult time for us and
I have been under the radar for a certain amount of the time. However, there are
times when you simply need to try and get back to a normal life and forget about
things for a while so I went out and officiated last Saturday and Sunday. It did me
a world of good as having to concentrate on the games was a pleasant relief from
trying to get my head around all the jargon and the processes we are enduring.
Another incident that occurred about 6 weeks ago was to Brian Mather who is the
fixture secretary of the SCILW. He took a fall whilst walking his dog and has been
in hospital ever since. I have spoken to him a couple of times on the phone and
went to see him last week. He has had complications due to infection and Derek
Stovold will be acting as Fixture Secretary for the rest of the season so please
direct your queries to him. On that subject, I will be unavailable on the 28th and
29th of Nov (obvious reason) so please contact Derek for SCILW or Bob Dick for
the G&WAFL.
On to better things. Shock horror from my firm when I put my holiday form in. Finishing for Christmas on the 5th of Dec until the 2nd of Jan! I have only been doing
this for the past forty or so years so they should be used to it by now but…no…
What about the output??? Tough.
Diane has assigned me to lay a new laminate floor in one of the bedrooms (along
with the new Adie manufactured mantelpiece) as well as move some items ie.
Storage-heater. Also I am assisting eldest son with some electrical work in his
place and I have been putting these jobs off until now.
I am thankful I set too with my log pile earlier
as the weekends have been somewhat inclement. I look forward to some dry days
soon so I can get some more cut up and
also get my leaf-blower out. Every weekend
has been so wet my lawns are covered in
leaves. I guess I could have done it last
weekend but was officiating – such is life.
May I now take this opportunity in wishing
you all and your families a very peaceful
Christmas and an equally prosperous New
Year (but we do have a General Election to
get through first).

Adie
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Referees Wanted
for the

Farnham & District Sunday
Veterans League

If you are interested
Please call
Colin on 01252 328 953
Or Linda on 01276 512 735

Advice on the prevention of
Stalking and Harassmentment
Hamish Brown MBE
Retired Scotland Yard Detective Inspector
UK’s leading authority on stalking and harassment. Hamish has been
personally requested by high profile individuals and organisations to:
Advice and Lecture on this specialist subject
Website: www.hamishbrownmbe.com
Email: Hamish@hamishbrownmbe.com
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Willy the ‘Red Card’ Referee
Home alone at Christmas
A week before Christmas
And Willy’s wife had gone away
Nothing he could do and nothing he could say
He thought it would be easy
He thought he would survive
He thought it would be great
He thought that he would thrive
After all those years of marriage
Had he taken his wife for granted?
How difficult could it be?
For the week they would be parted?
Willy’s wife was visiting her parents
And she had been away for seven days
Willy’s method of cooking
Was every night a take-away
Indian, Chinese and fish and chips
They all tasted great
Unfortunately for Willy
They made him put on weight
The house looked a mess it was a disaster
But being all alone Willy was the master
He could do what he wanted
There was no one to answer!
The weekend was approaching
And it made Willy think
He had done no washing up
And left everything in the sink
Thank goodness his wife was away
Because he knew what she would think
He knew she would be livid
If she saw the plates piling up in the sink!
Rather than washing up
He started using plastic plates instead
No house work done at all
He hadn’t even made the bed
Every piece of cutlery just lying in the sink
It wasn’t looking good and what about the stink?
Time to take some action as everything had been used
One thing was for certain his wife would not be amused!
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Willy’s last game was a week ago
And his dirty kit was still in his football bag
It was muddy and it was smelly
But for Willy there was a snag
He went into the kitchen to give the kit a clean
But Willy had no idea how to use the washing machine
Seven days and the dirty washing piling up
But would it make a difference another sock or dirty cup
Willy’s wife phoned daily to check he was okay
‘Did you order the turkey as this was the final day’?
She gave him lots of instructions with many chores to do
Things he could not be bothered with
Hoover, dust and clean the loo
Now Willy was in a panic and his future was looking murky
There was one thing he had overlooked
He hadn’t ordered the turkey!
There was no excuse and he could not find a reason
But the busiest time to buy a turkey is during the Christmas season
Willy thought hard what could be a good excuse?
But with the turkeys sold instead he brought a goose!
The moral of the story is do as your wife has said
Keep the house nice and tidy and remember to make the bed
Willy used his initiative and hired cleaners the following day
They charged a lot of money which Willy had to pay
Willy’s wife returned and the house was spick and span
Willy’s wife told him he was a wonderful man
‘I award you ten out of ten which is a wonderful score
You’ve done a wonderful job maybe I should go away more’!

Enjoy your festivities and not too many mince pies!

Willy the ‘Red Card’ Ref
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Refereeing in the AFA
The Warbler February 1981
I think one should first ask the question 'What is the A.F.A?
The Amateur Football Alliance originated in 1906/07 when a large number of
leading amateur player clubs and officials in the Southland a few clubs in the
North, objected to the F«A« allowing, and insisting upon, professional players
and clubs being included in competitions, cups, leagues, etc.
Many of the amateurs decided to band together and break away from the Football Association to form their own Association Ever since, this secession has
been known as the “split” The split lasted for seven years, the A.FoA. and the
FA finally getting together in reconciliation at the outbreak of the First World War.
With the war intervening, the Amateur Football Alliance was formed in the
1920fs, with County status within the Football Association, whilst maintaining for
ever its insistence on members being purely amateur in the strictest sense of the
word.
To referee in the A.F.A., probably the most evident factor is the clubs1 hospitality,
I would like to quote here part of the foreword by Sir Stanley Rous to !Wag!
Greenland's book “The History of the Amateur Football Alliance” - Sir Stanley
says “The atmosphere in the Bank pavilions for instance, after a match, was always warm and friendly, no matter what the players and members thought of
your performance on the field they always sent you home feeling that one day
you might become a good referee. “ (now there’s a backhanded comment if
ever I saw one…. Mac )
A few weeks ago I refereed at the Bank of England and was able to have a drink
at the bar with two players I had cautioned during the match without the subject
of cautions ever being discussed.
What are the problems? In my opinion it requires a great deal of tact to obtain a
match ball to approve before going on to the field of play. It is also difficult to get
the match started on time with 22 players in evidence, in fact I started a Cup
Match just recently with 21 players, subsequently learning that the last player of
the home club had been finishing a game of snooker.
In the A.F.A. (except for senior Cup Matches) linesmen -club or official - are not
used. When I first refereed in the A.F.A. I thought I would never be able to control a match without linesmen (in fact most of my friends would say that I cannot
control a match with them, let alone without them). After a few games however I
found that the honesty of the players makes refereeing a lot easier than it looks
so dissent is minimal and cheating almost non existent.
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One of the happy factors for me is that, having to referee without linesmen, I feel
much more confident when I do referee with club linesmen, giving them minimal
instructions (politely of course, so as not to create ill-will) to keep the balance of
control with the referee•
What advantages or disadvantages are there in the A.F.Ae for referees ?/ho are
striving for promotion in class, for promotion to higher leagues, feeder contributory etc* The A*F*A. would not be of much help, except for enjoyment* The
standards in the A.F.A. are not, in my opinion, as high as similar Senior, Intermediate, Junior categories in the Counties.
However, the advantage for me is 'enjoyment1, looking forward to every match”

Terry Sullivan
I’d be interested to know if any of our members or readers officiate in the AFA
League . Is it still the same ? … Mac

From the Chair
(The Warbler February 1981)
Today's sports headlines (on the day of writing that is) are totally concerned with
the plan of the Football League to rescue pro football from its miserable depth.
I've read about three points for a win, and the need for managers to have a fair
crack of the whip. What on earth do they think will be accomplished by these
world shattering decisions. I personally believe that three points for a win will
make teams defend even harder to avoid nil points and as for managers' security of contract, well I have never subscribed to the theory that good managers
make bad teams good.
When will the authorities realise that the only way to attract the fans back to the
game is to make the overpaid prima donnas of the football world earn their
money. They are professionals and should work to a code. Clean, sporting football, adherence to the laws, respect for the referee and some good honest endeavour are what is needed.
I wonder if some of the security conscious managers around can induce those
sentiments. Wild horses won’t drag me to a professional (or semi-professional)
match these days. I would rather watch two teams of under 10 s enjoying themselves, they certainly provide more entertainment.

Norman Southern
I also spotted the following in the same issue :“ Stud gauges are available from the Kingston Society at 75p “
Has anyone ever seen one of these of actually used one? ……….Mac
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WARBLER REFERENCE GUIDE
THE FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION
www.TheFA.com

Wembley Stadium, Wembley, London HA9 0WS
0800 169 1863

FA Refereeing Department
National Managers
“name”@theFA.com

Neale Barry ; Head of Senior Referee Development

Surrey County Football Association
www.surreyfa.com

Meadowbank Football Ground, Mill Lane, Dorking
Surrey, RH4 1DX 01372 384190

Referee Development Officer

Tim Lawrence

The Referees’ Association
www.the-ra.org
contact@the-ra.org
Tel 024 7642 0360

1c Bagshaw Close
Ryton on Dunsmore
Warwickshire
CV8 3EX

Surrey County Referees Association
Honorary Secretary

Brian Reader 01483 480651
ramblingref@gmail.com

Guildford & Woking Alliance League
Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Surrey County Intermediate League
(Western) Referees’ Secretary

Adrian Freeman 01483 894351 / 07814 516911
A.freeman@homecall.co.uk

Suburban League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Dave Goater
dave.gosubrefs@outlook.com

Combined Counties League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Philip Nash 07951 415046
assistantreferees@combinrdcountiesleague.co.uk

Southern Youth League
Assistant Referees’ Secretary

Nick Clark

Camberley & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Richard Harris 07708 813978 (m),
richard@harris-net.co.uk

Surrey & Hants Border Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Bob Dick 07803 007233
bobmdick@btinternet..com

Farnham & District Sunday League
Referees’ Secretary

Colin Barnett 01252 328953
cbarnett5978184@aol.com

01372 387094

Surrey Elite Intermediate Football League Richard Brum 07956 185602
richard.brum@sky.com
Referees’ Secretary
Surrey Youth League
Referees’ Secretary

referees@wsyl.org.uk

Surrey Primary League
Referees Secretary

Tim Wilson / Mo Sher
referees@surreyprimaryleague.com

Middlesex County FA
Www.middlesexFA.com

39/41 Roxborough Rd Harrow,
Middlesex, HA1 1NS 0208 515 1919

Hampshire County FA
Www.hampshireFA.com

Winklebury Football Complex, Winklebury Way
Basingstoke, RG23 8BF 01256 853000

Berks and Bucks County FA
Www.berksandbucksFA.com
London FA
Www.londonFA.com

1, Kimber Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1SG
Tel: 01235 558450
11, Hurlingham Business Park, Sulivan Rd Fulham
London SW6 3DU 0870 774 3010

